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Abstract

Recently, emerging technologies related to various sensors, product identification, and wireless communication give us
new opportunities for improving the efficiency of automotive maintenance operations, in particular, implementing predic-
tive maintenance. The key point of predictive maintenance is to develop an algorithm that can analyze degradation status
of automotive and make predictive maintenance decisions. In this study, as a basis for implementing the predictive main-
tenance of automotive engine oil, we propose an algorithm to determine the suitable change time of automotive engine oil
by analyzing its degradation status with mission profile data. For this, we use several statistical methods such as factor
analysis, discriminant and classification analysis, and regression analysis. We identify main factors of mission profile
and engine oil quality with factor analysis. Subsequently, with regression analysis, we specify relations between main fac-
tors considering the types of mission profile of automotive: urban-mode and highway-mode. Based on them, we determine
the proper change time of engine oil through discriminant and classification analysis. To evaluate the proposed approach,
we carry out a case study and have discussion about limitations of our approach.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, with emerging technologies such as micro electro-mechanical sensors, and wireless and mobile
tele-communication, it becomes possible to have a high level of visibility of vehicle information during its
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operation. It opens up new opportunities for improving the efficiency of vehicle operations. One of most chal-
lenging issues is predictive maintenance. Predictive maintenance may be similar to preventive maintenance in
the sense that its goal is to prevent product abnormality in advance before abnormality occurs. However, the
approach of predictive maintenance is different from the time-oriented approach of preventive maintenance. It
focuses on the prediction of degradation process, which is based on the assumption that most abnormalities do
not occur instantaneously, and usually there are some kinds of degradation process from normal states to
abnormalities (Fu et al., 2004). Hence, unlike breakdown maintenance and preventive maintenance that con-
centrate on fault detection and diagnostics of components, predictive maintenance focuses on degradation
monitoring and prognostics. It enables us to identify and solve latent problems in advance before vehicle dam-
age occurs. In particular, under the new environment where we can easily access and receive vehicle status
information in a ubiquitous way, we can make a prognosis of vehicle status, predict vehicle’s abnormality,
and execute proactive maintenance, i.e. do predictive maintenance.

One of the key points for implementing predictive maintenance is to develop an algorithm that can analyze
degradation status of a vehicle and determine a predictive maintenance strategy, e.g. determine the best time to
maintain a vehicle. If degradation status can be measured and detected in a real time manner, then predictive
maintenance activities can be performed before degradation worsens or failure occurs. It can reduce unneces-
sary maintenance costs. Hence, it is important to develop a decision algorithm for determining the time of
vehicle’s abnormality in an efficient way.

In this study, we deal with a predictive maintenance method of engine oil of a vehicle. We develop a pre-
dictive algorithm to determine an efficient changing time of engine oil by analyzing its degradation status with
mission profile data. Engine oil plays an important role in performance and longevity of an engine. Too short
interval of engine oil change causes an increase of maintenance cost. On the contrary, too long interval gives
rise to increased engine wear and even engine damage (Basu et al., 2000). In most cases, engine oil changes are
typically performed according to mileage or calendar schedules that are based on average data for a wide vari-
ety of vehicles (EPA, 1999). However, this strategy is not efficient because the oil change interval should
depend on the usage mode of a vehicle which can be identified by its mission profile data during its usage peri-
od. Depending on the type of a vehicle and its usage objective, the usage mode (hereafter called mission profile
type) will be different. Some vehicles can be frequently used in a highway. Some vehicles can also be mainly
used in an urban. Diverse mission profile types make the degradation process of engine oil different. Thus we
should apply different time intervals to change engine oil considering the specific mission profile type of a vehi-
cle. This approach will give us several advantages. For example, it can slow down engine degradation process
by doing suitable maintenance actions in advance. Also, it can extend the life of an engine and reduce the cost
of maintenance.

In developing a predictive maintenance algorithm for engine oil change, it is necessary to identify critical
factors for detecting oil degradation status since several factors can affect the quality of engine oil during
engine operations. Here, we will do it using mission profile data. Although oil sample analysis can give us
the amount of contamination, wear rates, and other physical characteristics of engine oil, it is time-consuming
and costly to get oil samples from an engine directly. Hence, instead of extracting oil samples, we propose a
more effective approach using indicators of engine mission profile that can be easily provided by sensors or on-
board vehicle computers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce previous relevant research. In Sec-
tion 3, we address engine oil degradation and mission profile. Then, we propose a predictive maintenance algo-
rithm in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce a case study. Finally, we conclude our study with a discussion
and further research topics.

2. Previous research

There have been several publications about predictive maintenance so far. For example, Lu, Kolarik, and
Lu (2001) have described an approach for real-time reliability prediction under dynamic operating conditions
with time-series analysis. In their work, physical performance was measured and forecasted across time to esti-
mate reliability. Allella, Chiodo, and Pagano (2002) have presented a predictive maintenance program of cir-
cuit-breakers of an electric power system, based on a dynamic statistical on-line diagnosis. Grall, Dieulle,
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